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Abstract : The classroom of the 21st century is an ever changing forum for new and innovative thoughts and ideas. With
increasing technology and opportunity, students have rapid access to information that only decades ago would have taken
weeks to obtain. Unfortunately, new techniques and technology are not the cure for the fundamental problems that have
plagued the classroom ever since education was established. Class size has been an issue long debated in academia. While it is
difficult to pin point an exact number, it is clear that in this case more does not mean better. By looking into the success and
pitfalls of classroom size the true advantages of smaller classes will become clear. Previously, one class was comprised of 50
students. Being seventeen and eighteen- year- old students, sometimes it was quite difficult for them to stay focused. To help
them understand and gain much knowledge, a researcher introduced “The Theory of Multiple Intelligence” and this, in fact,
enabled students to learn according to their own learning preferences no matter how they were being taught. In this lesson,
the researcher designed a cycle of learning activities involving all intelligences so that everyone had equal opportunities to
learn.
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